CHERRY BOMB 2014 PINOT NOIR

RUSSIAN RIVER VALLEY SONOMA COUNTY

This is a wine I have wanted to make for about 15 years. The concept is simple,
when you choose the right clones of Pinot Noir grown in the best spots and picked
at optimal ripeness the flavors that jump out of the glass are easily summed up
by the expression “Cherry Bomb”.
Remember the excitement of lighting your first cherry bomb? The spark, the fizzle
of the fuse and the anticipation of the explosion that followed. The same is true
about uncorking an authentic Pinot Noir. Pouring it into the glass, examining the
deep garnet color and nosing the intense fruit and tasting the explosion of ripe
cherry fruit on the palate is as exciting as the genuine article.
Sourced from the Wood Ranch in the Russian River Valley, this is a blend of Pinot
Noir clones including Pommard 4 and Dijon clones 115 and 667. The cool, foggy
mornings and warm afternoons allow the resulting wine to show off its natural
acidity while showcasing its Pinot Noir perfume. The 2014 vintage was a dry year
with some rain in February which quenched an otherwise parched state. Bud break
was early this year (in March) and flowering occurred in early May. The summer
was moderate to warm pushing the harvest period to the earliest I had seen in
sometime. Due to these factors, we were able to pick each clone at its optimal
ripeness and by harvesting by hand into 1/2 ton macro bins in the cool morning
time. At the winery we hand sorted the small clusters and destemmed into small
open top fermenters. After a 3 day cold soak we inoculated the fruit with yeast
and started the punch down process making sure that we submerged the cap 3
times per day throughout the fermentation. At dryness we allowed the wine to
rest on the skins such that the skins were in contact with the juice/wine for 14
days after which time we drained the fermenters and gently pressed the skins on
a champagne pressing cycle. The wine completed Malo-lactic fermentation
naturally in barrel where it aged for 18 months in 2 year old (twice used) French
Burgundy barrels. The wine was racked only 3 times as we find this varietal to
benefit from minimal handling.
TASTING NOTES

The wine has a beautiful deep plum garnet color which I
find exceptional for Pinot Noir. Aromatically the wine
expresses both the earthiness from the Pommard clone,
but also the pretty, ripe (to over ripe) black cherry notes
so prominent with Dijon clones and blends nicely with the
subtle clove, sandalwood and cinnamon spices from its
time in French oak. On the palate, the wine is very juicy
with (again) ripe cherry flavors which coat the palate in a
pleasing way with balanced acidity. The Rainer and Bing
cherry flavors finish with really nice black cherry-vanilla
complexity and the beautiful acidity will allow for ample
cellaring (through 2028) and yet is very approachable for
current enjoyment. This wine was made with efforts
toward maximizing intense cherry expression with over
ripe, bursting cherries, which is best stated more simply
as Cherry Bomb.
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Varietal Composition:... PINOT NOIR
Appellations:..................Russian River, Sonoma County
Winemakers:.................. Richard Bruno & Chris Condos
Alcohol:.......................... 14.5%
TA:...................................5.93g/L
RS:.................................. 0.13% Dry
pH:.................................. 3.45
Aging:............................. 100% 2 year old French oak barrels
Production:.....................300 case produced
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